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Christ's person, but the practical obedience to his rules of
life, and the unquestioning acceptance of his theological
teaching.
In a sense it is true that Christianity does mean this*
Christ demanded as much and was assuredly not satisfied
with less. In the same way every state demands of its
citizens perfect patriotism and perfect obedience to the
laws. Yet perfect patriotism and obedience is scarcely
found in any citizen of any state ; but the state, though it
demands so much, does not exclude the citizen who
renders less. It is one thing to be an imperfect citizen,
and another to be excluded from citizenship altogether. In
like manner it is one thing to be an imperfect Christian,
and another to be utterly unworthy of the name. And
it will be found on farther examination that the Christian
Church is content with a much more imperfect obedience
to its law than any secular states. It docs not, indeed,
promulgate laws without expecting them to be observed;
it constantly maintains a standard by which every Chris-
tian is to try himself; nevertheless whereas every secular
state enacts and obtains from its members an almost
perfect obedience to its laws, the laws of the Divine State
are fully observed by scarcely any one, and the most
that can be said even of Christians that rise decidedly
above the average is that they do not forget them, and
that by slow degrees they arrive at a general conformity
with them. The reason of this will appear when we
treat in detail of Christ's legislation. It will then become
clear that Christ's legislation is of a nature infinitely more
complex in its exactions upon every individual than any
secular code, and that accordingly a complete observance
of it is infinitely difficult For this reason it is a matter

